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Abstract-An algorithm is given for determining the stack distance density function for a system described by 
a first order Markov Chain. The algorithm is developed for and applied to a first order Markov model of 
program behavior. It is used to obtain an approximation to the page fault probability in a virtual memory 
system operating under demand paging and LRU replacement rule. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In virtual memory computer systems [2] the available memory is often smaller than the program 
size and, therefore, partially loaded programs may be executed. That part of the program not in 
main memory is kept in auxiliary storage. Under a demand paging memory management system 
the memory and the program are organized into equal size pages and a page from auxiliary 
storage is transferred to main memory only when that page is referenced and is not already in 
memory. Such a condition is referred to as a page fault. Page faults affect the system 
performance and are of concern to the system designer. The procedure described in this paper 
obtains page fault probability under a least recently used (LRU) page replacement algorithm [ 11. 
Program behavior is modelled by a 1st order Markov Chain and an algorithm is developed for 
finding the “stack distance density function” (SDDF). The SDDF is then used to obtain the page 
fault probability. 
An example is presented and the calculated page fault probability for different main memory 
sizes is compared to results obtained by simulation methods. For the examples considered 
correspondence is good and the results are within a few per cent of each other. Other work for 
finding the fault probability has also focused on Markov program models[4,6]. King[6] deals 
primarily with zero order Markov program models. Franklin and Cupta[4] consider 1st order 
Markov program models, however, storage requirements for the algorithm limits the analysis to 
small programs. This paper introduces a new procedure to obtain moments of the SDDF and thus 
get an approximation of the fault probability with considerably lower storage requirements. 
The validity of a 1st order Markov representation of program behavior is not considered here 
in any detail. Though it will clearly depend on the particular program examined, analysis of 
several Fortran program traces indicates that the model is reasonable when instruction memory 
references are considered alone[8]. Other research[9. IO] examining several other programs, 
however, indicates that the model is not very representative when all memory references 
(instruction and data) are taken into account. The algorithm presented will probably therefore be 
useful for analyzing virtual system performance of certain workload subsets, for evaluating 
proposals to employ separate page stacks for instructions and data, and for other non-computer 
systems which have an appropriate structure. In general the algorithm may be usefully applied to 
systems where: 
I. Successive operations (e.g., page use sequence, machine use sequence) are described by a 
1st order Markov model. 
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2. Operations require a common shared resource (e.g., memory, space). 
3. The amount of resource available is limited and is less than that required by all the 
operations (e.g., limited memory size, limited room floor space). 
4. There is a penalty associated with one operation releasing the resource to the current 
demands of another operation (e.g., time for swapping pages, cost for moving machins). 
2. PROGRAk MODEL AND STACK 0PERATlc)N 
A Markov Chain model of program behavior assumes that the reference to a page at time t is 
dependent only on the page referenced at time (t.- 1) and on no earlier referenced pages. 
Consider N = { 1,2, . . . , n} to be the set of n pages in program. Page referencing activity of the 
program is modeled by the page transition probability matrix P = [p;j]mxrr where p,, is the 
probability of referencing page j at time (t + I), given page i was referenced at time t. The first 
referenced page is i,, E N. The page transition probabilities are assumed to be time invariant and 
All well-formed programs contain termination conditions (i.e., halt instructions) and result in an 
absorbing Markov Chain. In general, these termination conditions or halt instructions are 
scattered in different program pages. For these pages the sum C prj is less than I. A reference to 
,=I 
such an instruction results in no more references to pages 1 through II and can be modeled as a 
transition to an absorbing state (n + 1). Thus the absorbing Markov chain P’ is given by: 
I 
2 
p’= ’ 
n 
n-t1 
I 2 . . . n n+l I -- 0 0 ’ PI,", P -- 0 I ’ 
I 
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where states 1,. . . , n correspond to pages I, . . . , n but state (n + I) has no corresponding page. 
The least recently used (LRU) replacement rule is a stack algorithm [7]. Under LRU. the page 
selected for replacement is the one that has not been referenced for the longest time. As pages are 
referenced they are placed on the top of the stack thus the LRU algorithm orders the referenced 
pages such that recently used pages are above less recently used pages. The stack distance of a 
referenced page represents its position in the stack at the reference time. The counting is from the 
top of the stack down. The first reference to a page has been given stack distance equal to infinity 
by Mattson et al.171. In this paper such references are considered separately because their 
inclusion in density function will make all moments equal to infinity. Thus SDDF is for the stack 
distances between 1 and N. For a particular page i, its corresponding stack distance changes with 
time. A probability may be associated with page i being at a particular stack distance L when it is 
referenced and a stack distance density function (SDDF) for page i, called 4;(L) can be obtained 
as indicated in Section 3.2 to follow. 
3. FAULT PROBABILITY 
If the SDDF is known then the fault probability may be obtained as follows. Note first that for 
a particular program the maximum stack distance is the number of referenced program pages, n, 
and that this is generally larger than the number of pages available in memory, m. A page fault 
thus occurs when a page is referenced for the first time or when the stack distance is larger than 
the memory size. The page fault probability for page i in a m page memory is given by 
F; =(l -R,;)+Rii 2 &(I?) (3.1) 
I _ n, + I
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where Ri, is the probability of referencing page i in the future when present reference is to page i. 
The first term in Fi is due to the fault which occurs with the initial reference to page i while the 
summation term is due to faults occurring when the stack distance is larger than m. The page fault 
probability for the program will be the weighted average, over all pages, of this fault probability 
F=cni.F; 
i=l 
(3.2) 
= 2 ni. cl- R,i) + 2 ,.i,, Rli. b(L). n, 
where II, is the fraction of references to page i. 
3.1 Frequency of page references 
Iii, for an absorbing Markov Chain model, can be obtained by computing the matrix 
2 = (I - P)_’ = [&,1,X,. Since the transition matrix P’ represents an absorbing Markov Chain this 
fundamental matrix always exists[5]. The elements in the first row of matrix Z contain the 
expected number of times each page is referenced before absorption, if program started with 
page 1. Thus the expected number of references to memory is 2 Zlj and the fraction of references 
I=1 
to page i is 
3.2 Moments of the SDDF 
The procedure given in this section obtains all moments of the density’function 4, (L). Later 
the first two moments are used as an approximation to the function. 
The procedure requires defining two probabilities, the reachability probability and the 
conditional reachability probability. A set A (i, i) and a binary function 6 are also defined. These 
definitions result in certain properties useful in proving the theorems to follow. 
Definition 1. Reachability probability, Rii, is the probability of referencing page j in future if 
page i is at the top of the stack. Reachability probabilities Rlj, Rzi, . . . Rni may be obtained by the 
solution of the n linear simultaneous equations given below. 
n 
Ri;=pi,+&,,R,j for i=1,2 ,... n. 
I =I 
+i 
The first term is probability of reaching page j directly in one reference while summation term is 
probability of reaching page j via other pages. 
Definition 2. Conditional reachability probability (CRP), Rii[g,gr g, : klkz . . . k,], is the 
probability of referencing page j in future if page i is at the top of the stack, under the following 
conditions: 
(1) pages k,, kz, . , k, are not referenced before the reference to page j. 
(2) pages gl, s2, . . . , g, are referenced before or at the time of first reference to page j. 
Rii, Rii[; klk2.. k,] and Rij[glg2.. . g, ;] are special cases of Rij [g,gz . . . g, ; k,kz . . k,] and are 
referred to as having no conditional pages, only exclusive conditional pages and only inclusive 
conditional pages respectively. 
All sequences of referenced pages with at least two references which start with page i and end 
with the first reference to page j are contained in the reference substring set S(i, j). In general 
there is more than one element in the set S(i, j). Thus for instance sequences 1,4,3,4,2; 1,2; 1, 1, 
3,7,2 are in the set S(1,2), and sequences 1,4,3,4,2, 1; 1,2, 1; 1, 1 are in the set S(l, 1). A stack 
configuration A(i, j) is a set. Each element of A(i, j) is the ordering of pages in a stack which 
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results from a reference substring from set S(i, j), acting on an empty stack under the LRU 
replacement rule. 
Definition 3. Set A(i, i) = {N;,, u,?, . a,,} is the set of all different possible orderings of 
reference substring set S(i, i) under LRU. The probability of the occurrence of aip given stack 
configuration A(i, i) is noted by 5;,,, where 
Definition 4. A binary function 8u,,,j,,2 _j, is defined by 
8‘,,,,j,j2 -Jr = 
This definition leads to the following two relationships; the latter one relating the size, I,,,,, or 
number of pages in uiP to the binary function. 
s ,+,,,? ..j, = fi.,“i, . S”,,,,?’ . . swi, (3.3) 
(3.4) 
THEOREM 1 The probability that puges j,, j2 . . jr are all together in the stack configuration A (i,i) is 
(3.5) 
Proof. The required probability will be sum of the probability of occurrence of a, which contain 
pages j,, j2, . . . j,. Therefore the result (3.5) follows. 
THEOREM 2 The rfh moment of stack distunce density function for page i is 
E[Lir] = 2 2 . i R,,[jljz.. j,;l/h 
j,-1 j2y, j, =I (3.6) 
Give set A(i, i) this can be viewed as the sltm of the probabilities of r out of n pages (permutation 
with replacement) being together in stack configuration A(i, i). 
Proof. 
Using Theorem 1 the result follows and thus the stack distance density function $#(L) may be 
found. The mean and second moment of &(I,) can now be obtained from equation (3.6). 
EILil = i Ri, [ji ;llRi, (3.7) 
11-I 
E[LiZl = 2 i Ri,[jlj2:llRii. (3.8) 
,,-I ,2=-i 
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The Rii[jlj2.. . j,;] terms above can be obtained in terms CRP’s with only exclusive conditional 
pages using Theorems 5 and 6 given in the appendix. The moments about the mean can now be 
obtained using the moments about zero. 
4. EXAMPLE AND CONCLUSIONS 
The stack distance density function 4((L) may now be obtained directly from the moments 
given in equation (3.6). To obtain an approximate density function the mean and 2nd moment of 
stack distance for the Markov Chain are obtained using Theorem 2. In this case, on the order of 
kn3 arithmetic operations are required to obtain the approximate density function where n is the 
number of nodes in the graph, and k is a constant determined by the computer system on which 
the algorithm is implemented. For the ten node examples considered below the execution time 
with unoptimized Fortran code and an IBM 360/65 computer took about 3 sec. In these examples 
two different density functions (normal and beta) are considered as approximations to the actual 
density function &(L) which could be obtained if all the moments were evaluated. 
The two programs considered for the page fault probability calculation are given in Fig. 1. The 
page transition probability given inside the parenthesis in Fig. 1 corresponds to program 2 and the 
others to program 1. The results, with assumption of normal and beta density functions, are given 
in Figs. 2 and 3 along with results obtained by Monte Carlo simulation methods. These programs 
have been selected with pii’s zero in order to reduce simulation time. 
Most of the execution time for program 1 is spent in pages 1 through 5 and therefore most of 
the stack distances are 5 or less. The page fault probability does not change appreciably for 
memory sizes 6 and more. Program 2 on the other hand spends more time in pages 6 through 10 as 
compared to program I, and therefore larger stack distances 6, 7 contribute more heavily to the 
page fault probability. Since different programs require different memory sizes to achieve certain 
start 
Fig. I. Page transition graph for program I and 2 
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Fig. 2. Page fault probability for program I. 
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Fig. 3. Page fault probability for program 2. 
fault probability levels, the system designer can use these results for efficient memory allocation. 
The page fault probability and the mean and variance of the stack distances for each page 
obtained by this procedure are in good agreement with the results from simulation. A better 
approximation can be expected if higher order moments are used to obtain the density function. 
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The procedure to calculate moments is not restricted to the absorbing Markov Chain and may 
be used for any Markov Chain. For an irreducible aperiodic Markov Chain, the Rii is equal to 1 
and the ff, vector may be obtained by solving 
[rI,rL.. . rI”][P] = [rI,rL.. rl,]. 
Equation (3.2) can now be used to obtain page fault probabilities for a non-absorbing Markov 
model of program behavior. 
Finally, O-order Markov Chains are special cases of first order Markov Chains, and therefore 
the algorithm presented in Section (3.2) is also applicable to the independent reference program 
model. 
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APPENDIX A 
The identities given belowg follow from definition 2 and are used in the theorems to follow 
(I) R,,[~,~~...g,:k I... k,k,+ I._. k,]=R,,[g,gZ...g,:k I._. k,+,k ,_._ k,] 
(2) R,,lg,~I...g,~,,,...~,;k,...fi,l=R,,[gig2...g,+,g I... g,:k,...k,l 
(3) R,, [g, g,; kc kdl = R,,[g, g,; k, kl 
(4) R,,[g,...g,j;k,...k,l=R,,[g,...g,;k,...k,l 
(5) R,,[g, g, ; k, k, ,k,] = R,,[g, g, ; k, k,- ,I if k, = k,-, 
(6) R,,[R,...~, ,n,:k,...k,I=R,,[g,...g, ,;k,...k,l if g, =g, , 
(A.1) 
(A.3 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
Theorems 3 and 3 follow directly from equation (A.1) to (A.6). 
THEOREM 3. Thr list k,. k2.. k, cnn he reduced to s,. s2. s, such that 
and (I) s,. s2,. 7,. j are distinct 
(2) each s is in the list k, k, 
THEOKEM 4. T/w list g,. gz gL cm he reduced to s,. s?. s, such that 
uild (I) s,. s2, s,. j are distinct 
(2) each $ is in the list g, gv 
THEOREM 5. For list k,, kZ, k, with u/l distinct elements and no j, the exclusine CRP can be recursively given by 
R ,,k k_,  kl = R,,[;k,k,. k,m,l-&,t;k,k,. k,mJ. R+,[;k,k.. k,-,I 
/,,I, r 
l-Rr,+[;k,kz... k,-,].R,,j[;k,kz.. k,-,I 
W.7) 
Proof All the reference substring from set S(i, j) in which pages k,. k2, k,_, do not occur except possibly at the first 
reference can be partitioned in two partitions in which 
(I) page k, occurs after the first occurrence of page i 
(2) page k, does not occur after the first occurrence of page i 
Therefore 
48 
or 
Similarly 
R,,[;k,kz. k,m,]=R,,[:k,kz...kr ,k,]+R,,[k,;k,kz...k, ,] 
=R,,I:k,k?...k.l+R,I,[:kl...k,~,j].Ri,,[:k,k,...k, ,] 
R,,[:k,k, .k,I=R,,[:k,kZ...kr~,]-Rli,[:k ,._. k,_,j].R,,,[;k ,... k, II (A.8) 
L,[:k,. k,_,j]=R,i,[;k ,.., k,_,]-R,,[;k ,,,, k, ,k,].R,,,[;k ,... k, ,I (A.9) 
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Solving (A.8) and (A.9) gives (A.7). 
R,,[k,k2...k,;]=~Rlli[;k,kZ...k,~,k,+,... kjl. RX,,[kLk2.. ktm,k,+, k,;]. 
f-1 
Proof. All the reference substrings from set S(i, j) in which k,, k2, k, occurs after the first occurrence of i can be 
partitioned in partitions where each partition has an associated k, (t = I. 2, r) and reference substrings in a partition reach 
k, from i before reaching any other page of the set (k, k, , k, + , k,). The result is equation (A.10). 
R,,(k,. k, k,:) can be computed using Theorems 5 and 6. Theorem 6 can be used to calculate CRPs with I inclusive 
conditional pages in terms of CRPs with r - I inclusive conditional pages. and CRPs with I exclusive conditional pages. Ry 
using the theorem recursively R,,[k,, k2,. k,:] can be represented solely in terms of CRPs with exclusive conditional pages 
as shown below. 
R,,(k,:) = R,,,(3). RI,, 
R,,(k,. kZ;) = R,,,(;k,. i). R+(:i) RL,, 
+ R1L2(:kl. i) R,J:i). R,,, 
R,,(k,. k2. k-3 = R,J:kL. k,. i). R,,il(:k,. i) R+(;i). RI,, 
t R,,(;k,. k,, i) R,,,,(:k,, i). R,,,,(:i). Rl,i + 
Thus R,,(k,. k2.. k,:) may be obtained as an r! sum with each sum term being the product of I + I terms. Theorem 5 can 
now be applied with Definition I being used to obtain CRPs with zero exclusive and zero inclusive conditional pages. 
